
THE TIME IS NOW



Mothers Out Front is building a diverse national movement of 

mothers, grandmothers, and caregivers dedicated to convinc-

ing elected officials and business leaders to work for a swift, 

complete, and just transition away from fossil fuels to clean and 

renewable energy.

To enable mothers to take active leadership in protecting our 

children.

OUR MISSION

OUR GOAL IS SIMPLE
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We live in a time of powerful cross-currents. From one direction, 
we have the actions of a President who denies climate change, has 
filled his Cabinet with fossil fuel apologists, and is taking action to 
unravel the painstaking progress we have made to address cli-
mate change -- from the international Paris Accord to landmark 
legislation like the Clean Power Plan. The short-sightedness of the 
Administration’s approach grows more evident by the day, with in-
creasingly frequent extreme weather events like Hurricane Harvey 
wreaking devastation upon hundreds of thousands of Americans 
and airplanes literally grounded due to intense heat.

From the other direction comes hope and inspiration:  a growing 
counterforce of people from across the country who are making their 
voices heard, organizing, and taking action.  As our Federal govern-
ment fails to protects its citizenry, local and state governments are 
responding to their constituents by stepping into the void, setting 
their climate goals and showing Washington what leadership looks 
like.  Last year’s election and its aftermath have also spurred dramatic 
growth for Mothers Out Front, with thousands of women across the 
country reaching out to us. Mothers are increasingly stepping into 
the leadership vacuum to do what it takes to protect their children 

from an unlivable future, and we are there to support them. From 
our 2013 launch in a handful of Massachusetts living rooms, 
Mothers Out Front has grown into a movement that now spans the 
nation and includes over 13,000 members and supporters. We have 
built a central corps of 800+ leaders and active volunteers, each 
of whom dedicates several hours per week as part of one of our 
34 community teams in 8 states, working on a variety of local and 
statewide campaigns that aim at a rapid, complete, and just transi-
tion away from fossil fuels to clean energy. 

Over the past year, we have produced some of our best work yet, as 
our campaigns begin to bear real fruit. We have mobilized actions 
across the country to stop the construction of new polluting gas 
pipelines and compressor stations. We are highlighting the thou-
sands of gas leaks from ancient underground pipes and countering 
the false narrative that gas is a clean, safe fuel. We are accelerating 
the deployment of renewable energy by promoting the passage 
of community choice energy and other programs, and by focusing 
attention on the health and safety impacts of the extraction, 
transport and use of fossil fuels.

 

WHY MOTHERS ARE NEEDED 
NOW MORE THAN EVER...



yearlong paid fellowship program in frontline communities that are 
already experiencing the negative impacts of climate change and 
fossil fuel activity, an increased focus on climate justice and health, 
a new initiative with military moms, and expanded digital 
organizing work. 

We continue to believe that there is no more powerful force for 
change than women who are empowered and activated to protect 
their children and their communities. The need is urgent, and the 
time is now.  

We deeply appreciate your continuing interest and support. Our 
work would not be possible without it. 

Thank you,

For example:

• In Massachusetts, we are collaborating with the state’s largest util-
ities on a study to identify the best way to measure gas leak volume, 
so that the highest-emitting leaks can be prioritized for immediate 
repair. Harvard and MIT will host our October 2017 summit where 
we will present our findings to a national audience.

• In California, our new South Bay team played a key role in persuad-
ing the San Jose City Council to adopt Community Choice Energy, 
which increases the percentage of renewable energy in the city’s 
energy mix, making San Jose the largest city in the US to adopt such 
a program.

• In New York, we have joined the opposition to new gas pipelines, 
compressors, and power plants. We helped delay the construction 
of Dominion Energy’s New Market Project – 200 miles of proposed 
new gas pipelines.

• In Virginia, based on our early success organizing mothers in 
Hampton Roads, we just received a $350,000, 3-year grant to 
expand our work statewide in this key swing state, including into the 
coal communities of Southwest Virginia.

We are heading into the coming year with strong momentum. 
Some of the exciting new initiatives we are planning are: launch of a 
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These are goals we all share, but they 
remain elusive as long as we continue 
to rely on sources of energy that 
pollute and warm our planet.

Mothers Out Front brings mothers 
together to share their stories, discover 
shared values, train as organizers, take 
action, and lead campaigns at the local 
and statewide levels.

Every day, our 34 Community teams 
teams are moving their cities, towns, 
and states from dirty to clean energy 
with small victories and huge wins. 
Stay tuned to the Our Stories Blog on 
our website for up to date stories on 
actions and wins from all of our teams.

OUR MOMENTUM 
In just over four years, we have:

• Grown to support 34 community teams

• Engaged more than 800 active members 
who contribute 30,000 hours per year — the 
equivalent of about 28 full-time staff.

• Grown our annual budget to $1.8M in 
2017.

• Collaborated with dozens of allied orga-
nizations to include a range of audiences 
and regions, enhancing our power to effect 
change.

HEALTHY CHILDREN. HEALTHY COMMUNITIES. LIVABLE CLIMATE.
HOW WE WORK

Mothers Out Front is a 
national movement of 
mothers, grandmothers, 
and caregivers convincing 
elected officials and 
business leaders to work 
for a swift, complete, and 
just transition away from 
fossil fuels to clean and 
renewable energy. 

http://www.mothersoutfront.org/blog
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MOTHERS OUT FRONT IS GROWING

2013: Mothers Out Front is founded in Massachusetts. 

2014: We expand into New York.

2016: We organize in Hampton Roads, Virginia — ground zero for sea level rise. 

TODAY: We have active interest or community teams in nine new states and are researching expansion into two others.



OUR CAMPAIGNS

GAS LEAKS

by MURIEL FINEGOLD - It was Boston’s record-breaking winter for snowfall and the media 
was replete with stories of its relationship to climate change. Mothers Out Front was still 
in its formative stage in that winter of 2015 and our Boston community team was trying to 
figure out how we could make a difference. At our January meeting we found our answer.  

The Boston Globe had just reported that a Harvard/Boston University study found at least 
3,200 methane leaks from natural gas pipelines in greater Boston.  It was enough to power 
200,000 homes, amounting to 15 billion cubic feet of lost gas a year, thus erasing all the gains 
made through energy efficiency.  Meeting with allies, we learned methane kills trees, harms 
public health, can and does explode, and significantly contributes to global warming. The 
value of the lost gas is conservatively estimated at $90 million dollar per year and we, the 
utility customers, are paying for it.  

Fueled by outrage and a conviction that this was a fixable problem, we began what is now 
a two and a half year journey to address it.  We met with each Boston City Councilor. One 
councilor became a champion of our cause and called a hearing to vote on a resolution in 
support of two gas leaks bills making their way through the state legislature.  In preparation, 

Led by local teams on the ground, we have the capacity and flexibility to create meaningful and effective 
campaigns that fit multiple communities in different states. We provide the support our members need to identify 
key issues, develop strategies, and lead campaigns, using tactics that will work in their own communities.

Working with key allies, our gas leaks campaign in Massachusetts led to the passage of a state-
wide bill prioritizing repair of gas leaks according to size and amount of escaping methane.

Mothers turned out at the state level, testified, and gave elected officials the support they needed 
to oppose a pipeline tax that has been struck down by the Supreme Judicial Court.



On May 16, 2017, The San Jose City Council and Mayor voted 
unanimously to establish San Jose Clean Energy, becoming the 
nation’s largest city with Community Choice Aggregation!

In their comments, Council Members mentioned the the impact of 
advocacy of mothers and children in their decision making. ¤

we put together a team to testify, and that team became the founda-
tion of a gas leaks alliance of organizations with shared values and 
diverse strengths and it continues to grow. At the September 2015 
hearing, in a room packed with our members and supporters, the 
resolution was passed.  We, with our allies, shared our experience with 
communities across the state and 37 cities and towns, representing 
about a third of the state population, passed similar resolutions.  

The volunteer led structure of Mothers Out Front makes for an agile 
organization. While committed to the overarching mission of Mothers 
Out Front, our community teams are able to act locally and decisively 
where we believe we can have the most impact. 

We know that the legislative process can be sluggish and we perse-
vere. When the state doesn’t act fast enough, we work with the City 
as we did last Fall to get a Boston ordinance to get leaks fixed more 
efficiently.  On December 23, 2016, the Mayor signed the ordinance.  
Other cities and towns are using our template to pass a similar ordi-
nance.

All the Massachusetts teams have participated in the gas leaks cam-
paign and our shared learning informs all campaigns and the broader 
goal of Mothers Out Front.  We know that if the leaks are fixed, our 
energy efficiencies will not be erased, and the demand for natural gas 
will decrease.  There will be no legitimate reason for any new fossil fuel 
infrastructure and we will move closer to a clean energy future.    

Our journey continues. We have learned a lot and we proceed with 
greater confidence that we can make a difference. The fossil fuel in-
dustry may have the louder megaphone but  we are helping to change 
the narrative. Our story lies at the intersection of urgency and possibil-
ity. We relate it as mothers who care deeply and personally about the 
world we will leave for our children and we are being heard. ¤

RENEWABLES 
We have achieved notable wins in Massachusetts, New York, Ohio 
and California at the community level in expanding renewable 
energy: successfully pushing cities and towns to develop new solar, 
pass Community Choice Aggregation, transition to 100% renewable 
municipal energy, adopt Net Zero Task Forces and Plans, and divest 
holdings in fossil fuel companies. 

[Gas Leaks, Continued]



After six months of concerted organizing efforts, the New York Finger Lakes Community Team 
had a huge win in May, 2017 in its efforts to block the Dominion New Market gas expansion. To 
increase awareness within the town, Mothers Out Front volunteers had held community meet-
ings, tabled at events, canvassed door-to-door, met with elected officials and spoke at Town 
Board meetings. It worked. Just as Dominion was breaking ground to install new equipment to 
allow for the additional 100,000,000 cubic feet per day of gas due to start flowing through the 
compressor by the end of summer, the Town of Dryden revoked the site’s storm water permit 
and increased the burden for Dominion to proceed with construction at the site. The New York 
Finger Lakes Community Team will continue to work with the Town of Dryden to put pressure on 
Dominion to install better emissions control technology at the site and prevent the next phase of 
expansion. ¤

PROTECTING HEALTH AND SAFETY
In the Southern Tier/Finger Lakes and Hudson Valley regions of New York, our focus is on stopping 
the construction of new gas pipelines and compressor stations that threaten the health and safety of 
nearby residents, and holding the utilities and energy companies accountable for their actions.



In 2016, we began working with mothers across race and class in  Virginia’s Hampton Roads, 
which next to New Orleans is the nation’s most vulnerable coastal region to flooding from 
extreme storms and sea level rise. Our first campaign is working with mothers in Norfolk’s 
second largest public housing development to advocate for the establishment of addition-
al bus routes so that their children can be transported safely to school during increasingly 
frequent periods of flooding. 

As part of our Mother’s Day Postcard campaign, our Hampton Roads team delivered cookies 
and postcards to their mayors asking that they join mayors from 129 cities across the coun-
try and commit their city to an overarching goal to fully transition to renewable, carbon-free 
energy. 

On June 2, 2017, Norfolk Mayor Kenny Cooper Alexander responded to their call and signed 
a letter of intent to comply with the Global Covenant of Mayors for Climate and Energy – the 
world’s largest cooperative climate effort among municipal leaders. ¤

Humans’ dependence on dirty fossil fuel energy increasingly threatens our well-being, both 
because of its health and environmental impacts and by driving climate change, which will 
exacerbate so many existing forms of suffering – particularly among the most marginalized and 
vulnerable. Communities of color and low income communities are often the hardest hit by the 
impacts of our fossil fuels and climate change. We are focused on elevating to the national level 
the stories of those who are impacted by climate change today, and what they are doing about it. 

This year, we are excited to announce the receipt of a multi-year grant for Virginia that will allow 
us to hire organizers on the ground and work across the state in Richmond and Southwest VA.

CLIMATE JUSTICE
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2016 STATEMENT OF ACTIVITIES

We recognize and thank our more than 1200 supporters, members, and foundation funders who make our work possible.

SUPPORT AND REVENUE    

Individual Support and Membership $83,723 5%

Major Gifts / Family Foundations $546,338 34%

Special Events (Net) $96,612 6%

Grants $863,300 54%

Program Revenue (energy referral fees) $15,251 1%

Interest and Other Income $1,186 <1%

Total Support and Revenue $1,606,411 

EXPENSES    

Program Services $836,934 76%

Management and General $146,389 13%

Fundraising $111,038 10%  

Total Expenses $1,094,361 

  
Change in Net Assets $512,050 

Net Assets at Beginning of Year $863,657 

Net Assets at End of Year $1,375,707 



LOOKING AHEAD
Our budget has had to grow rapidly to match the exponential growth of our organizing 
power and the increasingly urgent appeals from mothers on the ground who want to 
get involved. 

OUR 2017 BUDGET: $1.8M

Community Organizing 47% 

Learning & Expansion 9%

Communication 11%

Information Technology 6%

Fundraising 14%

Administration 13%

BUDGET GROWTH

2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

$120,000
$250,000

$780,000

$1,200,000

$1,800,000



Staff New States: Building a sufficiently powerful movement 
of mothers requires that we expand into new states as rapidly as 
possible. We currently have on-the-ground community organizers 
in three states – Massachusetts, New York, and Virginia – and we 
hope to be in 2-3 more states by the end of 2018, hiring community 
organizers to begin building out our presence there. 

Expand into More Frontline Communities: In expanding into 
“frontline” areas whose residents are already being harmed by 
climate change and/or the fossil fuel industry’s 
activities, we can only be effective if we build trust, in part by hiring 
organizers from the local area. We are developing a frontline fel-
lowship program through which we will hire local mothers in sever-
al different frontline areas for a one-year period during which they 
will help organize other mothers in their community and participate 
in leadership development training activities.  

Provide New Teams with an Expansion Community 
Organizer: Mothers from around the country are calling us, 
eager to launch Mothers Out Front teams in their communities. 
We want to support them in doing so, even in states where we 
don’t yet have funding to hire on-the-ground organizers. We have 
begun providing remote support to these teams via coaching 
by Webex and phone and providing digital versions of our core 
organizing tools.  

Grow Our Digital Engagement Program: Effectively use 
digital tools to reach new members, connect existing members 
into a cohesive movement, and amplify the work we are doing on 
the ground.

Our vision for 2018 answers this call with programs to expand our capacity.



www.mothersoutfront.org

http://www.mothersoutfront.org

